Community Action Project
The Thames Bridge Bike Ride
Community Action Partner
The Stroke Association

Aim: The Stroke Association want a world where there are fewer strokes and all those touched by stroke get the help they need. Their mission is to prevent strokes, and reduce their effect through providing services, campaigning, education and research.

Role: The Thames Bridges Bike Ride is The Stroke Association’s flagship event and is a brilliant day out - not just for the cyclists, but for their hundreds of volunteers too! Be part of something incredible! They are looking for volunteers to fill a number of roles on event day including start and finish team, route marshal, roving marshals and pit stop crew. These roles are vital in ensuring cyclists follow the designated route and most importantly to motivate and encourage them as they complete their cycling challenge!

Training: Each volunteer will be provided with an information pack with detailed map on where they will be positioned. Volunteers will be in contact with the event co-ordinator via mobile on the day of the event and will be supported by the roving marshals.

Location:

Times: This is an annual event, this year taking place on 13th May. Volunteering hours will depend on the position

CRB: No CRB required

Other: No previous experience or skills are required. Being an event volunteer can help to improve motivation and drive. This opportunity also provides volunteers with an insight into charity events and can help to strengthen your CV.

Application: All volunteers must be registered as Community Action volunteers. To do so, visit http://www.rhul.ac.uk/services/volunteering/register.html